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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

2013 was a year of transition as Bill Curry settled into his role as President and
Director of BIOS. Not surprisingly, in addition to his other duties, Bill began to
make adjustments to his senior management team as folks retired or moved on
to other opportunities. Bill introduces these new staff members in his letter on
the following pages. To all of us on the Board of Trustees, it became clear rather
quickly that a strong collaborative team had been formed—one that holds
shared goals for the organization and is unified in its approach to management
issues.
Indeed, strong collaborations are required both internally and externally for an
organization to be truly successful. In 2013, BIOS’s Board of Trustees worked
more collaboratively than ever before to help Bill Curry and the senior management address a wide range of financial and strategic-planning issues. As a result,
the Board itself was strengthened, as was our partnership with the senior staff.
The Board of Trustees was also greatly gratified to see new philanthropic partnerships develop and previous relationships revived. In 2013 we saw several
corporations step forward to support BIOS’s suite of K-12 educational programs
called Ocean Academy. Leading the way was very generous support from HSBC
and the Bank of Bermuda Foundation that, along with several other companies,
provided critical funding and scholarship support to further the education of
school children on the island. On behalf of the entire Board of Trustees of BIOS,
I thank these donors and all of BIOS’s current and past supporters for their commitment to our work—work that serves Bermuda and, indeed, the world through
education, exploration, and scientific discovery.
At BIOS a whole new spectrum of possibilities in research and education is unfolding as a more collaborative ethos takes hold. These are exciting times and I
invite you to participate in our efforts as BIOS reaches out to new partners and
new successes.
Sincerely,

Brian Duperreault
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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR

In late 2012 there was a lot of attention on my arrival at BIOS as its new
President and Director and, as the months progressed into 2013, I received
many warm welcomes from BIOS’s extended community here on the island and
abroad. I want to thank everyone for helping me through these transitional
months, both personally and professionally, and in the years ahead I look
forward to strengthening the partnerships that bind us together. In 2013, BIOS
welcomed several new staff to senior management positions at BIOS; and, so,
now I would like to turn the attention toward them and use this opportunity to
introduce them to all of you.
In the summer we were delighted to have Victoria Millet join us at BIOS as our
new Controller. With experience in the telecommunications, banking and
insurance industries here in Bermuda, Victoria brings a wealth of accounting
and audit expertise to BIOS and in the years ahead will certainly help us further
improve our business practices. She succeeds Stephen Markman who retired in
the fall after more than 12 years of dedicated service to the institution. I am
grateful to Stephen for staying on at BIOS through this transitional period, and
for all that he has done for BIOS over the years. As a resident of St. David’s, I
was also personally pleased to learn that Victoria is an active member of the St.
David’s Cricket Club. She has been highly effective at enticing me to several
club events and helping me feel connected to this wonderful neighborhood
and community.
The summer also brought a change in leadership for BIOS’s Risk Prediction
Initiative (RPI), as Mark Guishard was promoted to the position of RPI Program
Manager. Many on the island are familiar with Mark as the former director of the
Bermuda Weather Service and as a weather forecaster for the Service. He was
also already familiar to BIOS, having served as an adjunct scientist for several
years, during which he taught courses, gave public lectures, and mentored
student interns. In fact, Mark started his affiliation with BIOS as a young intern
himself. Mark’s internship experience at BIOS helped to solidify his interest in
scientific research and we are delighted to have him back at BIOS where he will
not only contribute to RPI’s research efforts, but also serve as a role model for
young Bermudians interested in a career in science.
Penny Barnes was also no stranger to BIOS when she joined our team in the fall
as our Education Director for University Programs. To accept this position, Penny
relocated with her family from distant British Columbia, but she knows Bermuda
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well and is very much at home here. Penny conducted much of her thesis work at
the station as a graduate student of the University of Plymouth (UK); and later as
an established marine ecologist, she returned to BIOS throughout the 1990s and
early 2000s to teach undergraduate and adult courses. An accomplished
researcher and teacher, Penny is ideally suited to lead our university-level
education program, and we are absolutely thrilled to have lured her back to
BIOS to join our full-time year-round team.
Another member of the senior management team, Audrey Rogerson, is
completely new to Bermuda and to BIOS. Audrey joined us in the spring to lead
our fundraising efforts, having worked in New England with scientific research
and science-education organizations. Audrey and I worked together at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on several successful fundraising
initiatives. Given her fundraising experience and her background as a former
scientist, I thought she was ideally suited to help BIOS strengthen and expand its
philanthropic partnerships. Audrey is based in the US but is traveling to BIOS
regularly—which she admits is very easy to do in the winter months especially!
I wanted to introduce you to these newest members of our management team,
but of course BIOS’s accomplishments are the result of collaborative efforts
between all of our staff, new and old. As you read this report you will likely
recognize those that have long contributed to BIOS’s success, as well as those
that have joined the team in more recent years. For any organization, having a
strongly aligned and collaborative team is critical to making progress and, in
2013, I am happy to say that we made significant strides in this regard. As a
partner in our efforts, you will eventually encounter these new folks and, when
you do, I’m sure you will understand why I’m so pleased to have them on
BIOS’s team.

Sincerely,

William B. Curry
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U N D E R STA N D I N G C L I M AT E C H A N G E

Research at BIOS aims to clarify how the ocean responds to a
changing climate, from effects on individual marine organisms to
influences on global ocean cycles. With this knowledge,
politicians and managers can make better-informed decisions
about issues that affect us all.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION COMMITS $14
MILLION DOLLARS TO ONGOING RESEARCH

Amid growing concern regarding the current federal funding climate for ocean
science research, the National Science Foundation (NSF) announced continued
support for the Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Study (BATS) research program at
BIOS. According to Professor Nicholas Bates, Senior Scientist and Associate
Director of Research at BIOS and Principal Investigator of the BATS project, “this
represents about $14 million from NSF to BIOS over the next five years: approximately $6 million for research and roughly another $8 million to support science
days at sea aboard the R/V Atlantic Explorer.” This announcement comes on the
heels of a $4 million award from NSF last year to support Hydrostation S, the
world’s longest-running hydrographic time-series, for another five years. Together,
these two awards represent a significant commitment by NSF to ocean time-series
off Bermuda.

BATS is
one of only a few
open ocean
time-series in the
global ocean

The renewed funding was welcome news for other BATS project scientists, Dr. Rod
Johnson of BIOS, Dr. Mike Lomas of Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences and
Dr. Deborah Steinberg of Virginia Institute of Marine Science. For the past 25
years, the BATS program has provided oceanographers and climate scientists with
unparalleled access to long-term data sets of high quality ocean observations and
measurements. Scientists from around the world use these time-series to investigate a variety of topics, including ocean physics and biogeochemistry, the global
carbon cycle, and the ocean’s response to climate change. Multi-decadal observations at BATS also provide critically needed rates of change in the ocean carbon
cycle, carbon dioxide sinks and sources in the North Atlantic and, perhaps most
importantly, serve as the longest global record of ocean acidification.

where data has NSF’s funding renewal provides scientists with five more years of data to help
been collected for
a quarter of a
century or more.

advance our understanding of the ocean, as well as the opportunity to develop
and test new oceanographic tools and technologies. The value of the BATS project
for scientific understanding of the ocean owes much to the dedication of BIOS
scientists, and the numerous scientists and research technicians who have contributed to the project. The funding renewal will also support several new areas of
research relating to climate change, the ocean’s nitrogen and phosphorus cycles,
carbon export, primary production, and the impact of eddies on ocean mixing.
BIOS has a century-long history of supporting student research and scholarships,
and with this funding, BATS scientists can also continue to be dedicated to the
training and mentorship of both undergraduate and graduate students from
Bermuda and abroad. The oceanographic facilities at BIOS allow the project team
to train students and technicians, and to collaborate with other researchers, in a
manner that few other institutions can provide.
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H E A LT H I E R O C E A N S

Building on the success of more than a century of research and
education, BIOS is committed to addressing pressing global
issues in oceanography, marine conservation, and ocean health.
BIOS maintains a diverse portfolio of research activities that allow
our knowledge to be shared both locally and internationally.
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THE BERMUDA INVASIVE LIONFISH INITIATIVE:
A LOOK BACK AT THE FIRST YEAR

The initiative
proposed to
protect the biodiversity of reef

In 2013 Dr. Gretchen Goodbody-Gringley, BIOS Postdoctoral Researcher, led
a team of researchers from the Bermuda Zoological Society (BZS), the
Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and Zoo (BAMZ), the Marine Resources Section
of the Bermuda Government Department of Environmental Protection (DEP),
the Ocean Support Foundation (OSF), and the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth on a successful bid for funding from the Darwin Plus: Overseas
Territories Environment and Climate Fund. This fund, created by the UK
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), the Department for International Development (DFID) and the Foreign Commonwealth
Office (FCO), aims to financially assist collaborative projects that draw on
regional biodiversity expertise.

systems around
Bermuda by Dr. Goodbody-Gringley’s two-year project, the Bermuda Invasive Lionfish Iniincreasing
knowledge and
management of the
invasive lionfish
population.

tiative, proposed to utilize a large collaboration of scientists and conservationists to protect the biodiversity of reef systems around Bermuda by
increasing knowledge and management of the invasive lionfish population.
Specifically, the group proposed gathering data on lionfish abundance and
distribution, developing a lionfish-specific trap to assist commercial fishers in
removing the species from deep water, and analyzing feeding ecology, reproductive ecology, and recruitment rates to contribute to the management
plan for long-term control of the lionfish population.
In the initial year, in-water surveys of lionfish and prey fishes were conducted
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at 47% of the intended sites. Preliminary estimates suggest that lionfish
density increases with depth, ranging from 7 lionfish per hectare at the
shallower sites to 690 lionfish per hectare at the deep-water sites. These data
will be combined with surveys conducted in Year 2 of the project to develop
a model of the Bermuda lionfish population and generate a distribution map
that will highlight hotspots for targeted removal and management in the
future.

Preliminary
estimates suggest
that lionfish
density increases
with depth, ranging from 7 lionfish
per hectare at the
shallower sites to
690 lionfish per
hectare at the
deep-water sites.

The team also worked with local commercial lobster fisherman to deploy
underwater cameras on lobster traps and gain insight into how lionfish interact with the traps. The team then deployed traps with various structural modifications and used several different baiting strategies to assess lionfish catch
and trap bycatch. Based on their findings, an additional 40 traps are being
purchased to scale up the experiment in collaboration with commercial fishers during the summer months. In the coming years, this will promote the establishment of a commercial lionfish fishery that can be an effective means of
long-term management.
Surveys of juvenile fish were conducted at all of the survey sites, allowing researchers to compare diversity with the stomach contents of lionfish and assess the significance of lionfish predation on reef fish populations.
Additional information has been collected from over 200 individual lionfish,
including data on reproductive output, samples for DNA analysis, and
otoliths (ear bones) for age analysis. These data will all be used to describe
growth parameters and population demographics, and to develop a population dynamics model of lionfish in Bermuda.
The entire team is excited to continue the second year of the project, working to generate the tools and data required for the implementation of the
Bermuda Lionfish Control Plan currently being developed by the Bermuda
Lionfish Taskforce. Commenting on the success of the project thus far, Dr.
Goodbody-Gringley said, “The gravity of the lionfish invasion and the
initiation of the Bermuda Invasive Lionfish Initiative have served as a catalyst
for communication and cooperation between the island’s government
departments, NGOs, and research institutions. With key players from each
organization participating in every aspect of the project development and
execution, this work has created a network of scientists and conservationists
that previously did not exist with such a clear focus.”
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LEADING THE WAY IN OCEAN SCIENCE
EDUCATION

At BIOS, we believe that ocean science for human good involves
not only research with tangible benefits for communities and the
environment, but also education programs that highlight the
many ways our lives are connected with the ocean. We view
education as a crucial part of ocean science research, helping to
translate the work of our faculty into meaningful experiences for
visitors, students, teachers, and Bermuda residents.
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BIOS: A GLOBAL TRAINING CENTER FOR
YOUNG SCIENTISTS

Since the first students visited BIOS (then the Bermuda Biological Station for Research)
in 1903, hailing from Harvard University and New York University, the institution has
continued to build on this foundation, expanding its university partnerships to provide
increasing numbers of students with new opportunities for ocean science education
and research. Today, BIOS is internationally recognized as a source of experiential
marine science education and mentored research internships, that gives university
BIOS is students a competitive edge.

internationally
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION & RESEARCH
During the summer months BIOS is a hub of activity, with students from around the
source of world participating in internships in marine science education or one of the many, diexperiential verse oceanographic and atmospheric science disciplines represented by faculty, staff,
and visiting scientists. For undergraduate students, BIOS offers the unique opportumarine science
nity to travel abroad, live and work on the campus of an active research station, and
education. learn from some of the top researchers in their fields. Many colleges and universities
offer fellowships and other financial support to students who are interested in pursuing coursework or internships at BIOS, with some institutions securing annual internships for one of more students.

recognized as a

Eckerd College and the University of Cambridge both have endowments that fund
summer internships: the Galbraith/Wardman Fellowship is awarded annually and
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supports a 10-week internship for a rising junior or senior at Eckerd College while the
Cawthorn-Cambridge Internship funds a 12-week BIOS internship for a Cambridge
student from either the Department of Earth Sciences or the Department of Applied
Mathematics and Theoretical Physics. Similarly, the Canadian Associates of BIOS
(CABIOS) provide university-level education opportunities for Canadian students and
students at Canadian universities, currently funding two 12-week internships at BIOS, as
well as scholarships for students to enroll in BIOS summer courses.

One of the
longest
standing col-

One of the longest standing collaborations is between BIOS and Princeton University,
with numerous Princeton students coming to BIOS each summer to take a course or
internship. The Princeton Environmental Institute sends three students, either from the
Geosciences or Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Departments, for 12-week summer
internships, while the Princeton Internships in Civil Service program sends one to two
interns each summer to work with BIOS’s K-12 Ocean Academy. Another popular element of the BIOS-Princeton partnership is the summer marine biology course, a 4-week
field course for Princeton undergraduate students that is co-taught by Dr. Samantha
dePutron (BIOS) and Dr. James Gould (Princeton).

laborations is BIOS also offers ocean science courses in the summer that provide students from all
between BIOS colleges and universities with the opportunity to study topics in marine science not
and Princeton
University, with
numerous
Princeton stu-

traditionally offered by their home institution; In 2014, we look forward to offering Coral
Reef Ecology: Reef Response to Climate Change. This new course is aimed at graduate, and advanced undergraduate, students and focuses on state-of-the-art research
techniques used in assessing the response of reefs to the changing ocean environment.
The newly created Dalhousie-BIOS Experiential Learning Fund will be fully supporting
three Dalhousie students to participate in summer courses at BIOS.

dents coming
to BIOS each Later in the year, BIOS offers a 14-week Fall Semester academic program with four
summer to take
a course or
internship.

credit courses: Marine Invertebrate Zoology, Coral Reef Ecology, Research Diving Methods: Theory and Practice, and Marine Biology and Oceanographic Research (an independent research project course). While students from all colleges and universities can
apply for the Fall Semester, BIOS traditionally sees high enrollment from two longstanding partners—the University of Rhode Island and Roger Williams University—who
have sent over 200 students to BIOS since the Fall Semester program began in 2000.
For universities and colleges who want a BIOS-based course specialized to their curriculum, BIOS offers the opportunity to develop new courses and programs of study.
Beginning in 2013 and scheduled for alternative years, Furman University offered an
“Oceans and Human Health” course at BIOS as part of the school’s “May Experience.”
The 3-week course was co-designed and co-taught by BIOS and Furman faculty and
included lectures, case studies, active fieldwork and laboratory practicals.
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GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
While the majority of BIOS’s university programs are aimed at undergraduates, three
programs—including one very new addition—are bridging the gap and creating new
opportunities for graduate students to gain vital research and networking experiences.
The joint Princeton-BIOS PhD program provides Princeton graduate students with the
opportunity to take coursework at Princeton while conducting their dissertation research at a US-funded oceanographic and marine science research institution. Students
in this innovative program are co-supervised by BIOS and Princeton faculty, meaning
Sea Experience they retain full standing as Princeton graduate students and function as part of the
in Shipboard active research community at BIOS.

Oceanography The University of Southampton is a frequent visitor to BIOS, bringing groups of understudents graduate students once, sometimes twice, a year for 10-day field and laboratory experiexperience both ences. This partnership has also resulted in several summer internships for
Southampton undergraduates, as well as a PhD student conducting a substantial part of

oceanographic her thesis research at BIOS. Professor Nicholas Bates, Senior Scientist and Associate
field methods Director of Research at BIOS, recently secured a cross appointment as a Professor of
and the logistics Ocean Biogeochemistry in the National Oceanographic Center at the University of

Southampton, which allows him to supervise/co-supervise future PhD students conduct-

involved in plan- ing research at BIOS. Presently, there is one PhD student interested in conducting thesis
ning and execut- research under the BATS program at BIOS, and Southampton is in the process of evaluing a successful ating additional PhD studentships.
research cruise... Most recently, Dalhousie University and BIOS have worked together to design an excitand this ship- ing new program for Dalhousie graduate students: the Sea Experience in Shipboard
board experi- Oceanography. This 7-8 day internship is funded by the Dalhousie-BIOS Experiential
Learning Fund and allows students to particpate in a 5-day Bermuda Atlantic Time-

ence serves as an series Study (BATS) cruise aboard the R/V Atlantic Explorer, with an additional 1-2 shore
important qualifi- side days on either side of the cruise. The students fully experience both
cation as they oceanographic field methods and the logistics involved in planning and executing a
successful research cruise. For many students, this shipboard experience is a crucial

move forward in component of their education and will serve as an important qualification as they move
their careers. forward in their careers.
THE FUTURE OF OCEAN SCIENCE EDUCATION
As BIOS continues to expand its research capabilities, adding new technologies—such
as gliders—and research foci to its repertoire, opportunities for new undergraduate and
graduate education programs increase in parallel. We look forward to strengthening
our existing relationships with colleges and universities in the US, UK, and Canada, as
well as developing new partnerships and collaborations that capitalize on BIOS’s many
strengths and resources.
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OCEAN ACADEMY: BERMUDA’S SOURCE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

In 2013 BIOS gratefully welcomed support from several corporate partners,
allowing Ocean Academy to continue to provide experiential marine science
education to Bermuda’s students and teachers. Ocean Academy expanded its
offerings in 2013 thanks to Bank of Bermuda Foundation and HSBC as lead
sponsors and additional support from ACE Foundation–Bermuda, Argo
Foundation, KPMG, Montpelier Re Foundation, PartnerRe, and Platinum
Underwriters Bermuda Ltd.
Promoting personal growth, academic achievement, and stewardship of the
ocean environment, BIOS’s Ocean Academy comprises of five interwoven
Ocean Academy programs that serve Bermudian youth of increasing age in a logical
progression of offerings and opportunities to explore science, technology,
promotes engineering, and math in a creative environment.

personal growth,
In 2013 the School Curriculum Program offered over 1,000 students and 60

academic teachers from primary schools to the Bermuda College the opportunity to be
achievement, involved in interactive learning. As part of the School Curriculum Program we
conducted half-day trips to locations such as Nonsuch Island, hosted 2-night

and stewardship stays at BIOS, judged entries in school science fairs, and partnered with
of the ocean Bermuda Sloop Foundation to provide weekly coral reef snorkel sessions.

environment. Ocean Academy’s HSBC Explorer Program created dynamic hands-on learning
experiences in marine science using The Secret Life of Fish as a focal point for
over 800 P4 and P5 students. Professional-development workshops with a
marine science focus were offered to over 50 teachers, and a suite of lesson
plans on The Secret Life of Fish were made openly-available online to assist
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Bermuda’s teachers in brining locally relevant environmental material into
their classrooms.
The ever-popular Waterstart saw 75 local teenagers receive PADI SCUBA
certification, attend multiple research-based field trips, conduct environThe Bermuda mental and laboratory investigations, and work on team-building exercises
during group activities and projects.

Program had

another successful Marine Science Internships in 2013 delivered scientific research training
including scientific diving techniques to 12 of Bermuda’s teenagers. Skills

year in 2013, such as statistical analysis procedures and standard laboratory protocols
enhancing were practiced by the students.

the skills of 11 The Bermuda Program had another successful year in 2013, enhancing
high-caliber the skills of high-caliber students aspiring to be scientists. 11 Bermudian

students received scholarships to partner with BIOS faculty and staff for 8

Bermudian weeks to gain hands-on experience with a range of projects.
students aspiring

The generosity and commitment of BIOS’s corporate supporters enabled

to be scientists. the expansion of Ocean Academy in 2013, and allowed it to continue as a
valuable source of scientific, marine, and environmental education for
Bermuda’s youth.
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SELECTED FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS OVERVIEW

The year 2013 proved to be an eventful one for BIOS as we welcomed new members to
our management team who brought new energy in service of BIOS’s mission. Although
we continue to operate in a tough economic climate with higher operating costs, there
were positive developments in the form of enhanced donor relationships and new initiatives that will strengthen BIOS’s programs and their impact on research and education.
SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS
• BIOS’s total year end assets were $33 Million with liabilities of $6 Million. Net assets
grew by nearly $1.4 Million over the prior year.
• Endowment funds performed well, earning an average return of 7%. $536,719 was
distributed as 2013 support, an increase of just over $70K from the prior year. BIOS
maintains a prudent 5% distribution policy for institutional operations.
• Total operating income decreased marginally due to lower support from Grants and
Contracts over prior years. Grants and Contracts constituted 50% of total support in
2013, a large drop over the prior year of 64%. Grant support is received locally and
externally from Bermuda and US Governments, respectively.
• Contributions, including unconditional pledges, were recorded at $3.3Million, an in
crease over the prior year of $706K. A significant portion of this increase was
awarded to BIOS’s Ocean Academy and to a new research initiative that will add
autonomous vehicles to BIOS’s suite of ocean-observing assets.
• Total operating expenses reached $13 Million of which 81% supported program
expenses. The remainder supported institutional expenses and overhead.
SUMMARY AND LOOK AHEAD
In 2013 many programs achieved programmatic successes despite reductions in financial
support. In 2014 we will continue to challenge our team members to achieve operational
efficiencies without sacrificing the quality of our research and educational initiatives. We
foresee a working balance that allows us to be resourceful and maximize support as we
continue to strive for excellence in oceanography.

Victoria Millett CPA, BCOMM
Controller
Please visit www.bios.edu/about for a full financial report.

SUMMARY FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS

December 31, 2013

2013 REVENUES & SUPPORT
Revenue and support is derived from gifts, grants and contracts received through the US and Bermuda
governments (50%) as well as various individual, corporate and foundation donors (23%). Additional
sources of support are tuition and fees for the use of BIOS’s various scientific, marine and housing facilities
and attendance at our many educational programs (14%), and investment return pertaining to Endowment
Funds (13%).

Government, Corporate Contracts
and Grants
$7,289,643 (50%)

Contributions
$3,343,710 (23%)

Tuition, Guest Services and
Other Income
$2,052,194 (14%)

Investment Return
$1,876,548 (13%)

2013 EXPENSES
Program expenses include scientific research (70%); education activities (17%) and guest and residential
services (3%). Other expenses include development, marketing and public relations (5%) and management and general (5%).
Scientific Research
$9,169,609 (70%)

Education
$2,245,780 (17%)

Guest and Residential Services
$400,654 (3%)

Development and Public Relations
$680,802 (5%)

Management and General
$623,493 (5%)
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December 31, 2013

SUMMARY FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS

2013

2012

Statements of Financial Position

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Grant receivables and other assets
Contributions receivable, net
Investments
Property and equipment, net

$

Total Assets

$

931,192
881,495
250,689
13,121,717
17,134,607

32,894,057

32,319,700

1,641,151
4,448,195

1,924,117
5,032,629

6,089,346

6,956,746

10,425,631
6,679,015
9,700,065

10,944,495
4,745,294
9,673,165

26,804,711

25,362,954

$ 32,894,057

$ 32,319,700

Liabilities and Net Assets

Liabilities
Payables, accruals, advances and deposits
Loans payable

Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted
Total Net Assets

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

Revenues and Support
Grants and Contracts
Contributions
Tuition, guest services and other
Investment return

$

7,289,643
3,343,710
2,052,194
1,876,548

$

8,410,739
2,637,555
2,107,076
1,614,053

14,562,095

14,769,423

Expenses
Program services
Scientific research
Education programs
Guest and residential services

9,169,609
2,245,780
400,654

9,853,055
2,627,672
522,281

Total Program Services

11,816,043

13,003,008

680,802
623,493

701,142
498,073

13,120,338

14,202,223

Total Revenue and Support

Statement of Activities

1,558,948
266,044
520,219
14,110,268
16,438,578

Support Services
Development and public relations
Management and general
Total Support Services
Increase in Net Assets
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$

1,441,757

$

567,200

SUMMARY FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS

December 31, 2013

2013

Investments
TIFF Multi-Asset Fund
Commonfund:
Institutional Multi-Strategy Equity Fund
Institutional Multi-Strategy Bond Fund
Vanguard Long-Term Investment-Grade
Fund Admiral Shares
All other investments

Endowments
Balance on January 1
Received during the year
Investment return during the year
Net appreciation
Income (interest & dividends)
Distributed during the year
Balance on December 31
Net Assests Presented on the Balance
Sheet as:
Permanently restricted
Temporarily restricted
Unrestricted
Total
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$

6,118,466

2012
$

5,945,373

5,116,484
964,021

3,944,286
961,456

1,908,292
3,005

2,267,573
3,029

$ 14,110,268

$ 13,121,717

$ 13,418,829

$ 12,248,819

26,900

26,400

1,048,530
827,802
(536,719)

1,121,517
488,693
(466,600)

14,785,342

13,418,829

9,700,065
3,560,722
1,524,555

9,673,165
2,457,278
1,288,386

$ 14,785,342

$ 13,418,829

LEADERSHIP

BIOS Board of President & Director
Trustees, friends William B. Curry, PhD
and staff

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

celebrate the OFFICERS
BATS 25th
anniversary. Chair
Brian Duperreault

Honorary Chancellor
His Excellency the
Governor,
Mr. George Fergusson

TRUSTEES
United States

Kenneth H. Brink, PhD
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution
Woods Hole, MA
J. William Charrier
Potomac, MD
Thomas M. Church, PhD
University of Delaware

Vice Chair
IdwalWyn Hughes, PhD
Ian Strecker
William H. Williams

Rita R. Colwell, PhD
University of Maryland

Treasurer and Controller
Stephen Markman

Woods Hole, MA

Secretary
Gillian M.S. Hollis
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John W. Farrington, PhD
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Diana H. Frazier
FLAG Capital Management, LLC
Stamford, CT

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

James N. Galloway, PhD
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA

Linda K. Glover
GloverWorks Consulting
Alexandria, VA

Paul Hanle, PhD
Climate Central
Princeton, NJ
Dennis Hansell, PhD
RSMSA/MAC
Miami, FL
Gary H Isaksen, PhD
Exxon Mobil Exploration Co
Houston, TX
Alan H. McGowan
Eugene Lang College, The New
School for Liberal Arts
New York, NY

Canada
Michael A. Butt
Buttcon Limited
Concord, Ontario

Diane Francis
Editor at Large, National Post
Toronto, Ontario
Europe
Lady (Judy) Vereker
London, U.K.

Bermuda
Philip V. Bancroft
ACE Limited
Smith’s

Philip Butterfield
Hamilton
Graham Collis
Conyers, Dill and Pearman Ltd.
Hamilton

James J. Maguire Jr.
Philadelphia Insurance
Companies
Bala Cynwyd, PA

Neill Currie
Renaissance Re Holdings Ltd.
Pembroke

William Russel, PhD
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Brian Duperreault
Marsh & McLennan
Paget

Deborah K. Steinberg, PhD
Virginia Institute of Marine
Science
Gloucester Point, VA

Richard J. Ferrett
Tucker’s Town

Anthony Williams
McKenna, Long & Aldridge LLP
New York, NY
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Allan W. B. Gray
Orbis Investment
Management Ltd.
Pembroke

Michael D. Hamer, PhD
Camford Atlantic Ltd.
Smith’s
Idwal Wyn Hughes, PhD
Hamilton Parish
Rebecca Knox-Byrne
Tucker’s Town
Bradford Kopp
Pembroke
Brendan McDonagh
Butterfield Bank
Hamilton
Michael S. McGavick
XL Group
Hamilton
Christopher Maybury
Tucker’s Town
Brian M. O’Hara
Paget
Jonathan F. Reiss
Hamilton Re
Hamilton
Ralph E. Richardson
Sandy’s
The Honorable Gerald D.E.
Simons, OBE
Pembroke
James N. Stanard, PhD
Paget
Ian Strecker
Warwick

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The Honorable Sir John W.
Swan, KBE, JP
The Swan Group
Paget
George A. Wardman
Horizon’s Ltd.
Paget
William H. Williams
Warwick

TRUSTEE EMERITUS
Michael A. Butt, OBE
Hamilton Parish
Robert E. Cawthorn
Warwick
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Raymond E. Moore
Pembroke
Margot B. Perot
Dallas,TX
LIFE TRUSTEES
United States
Neil R. Andersen, PhD
Foster Bam
Rosamond H. Butler
Clayton P. Cormier
John A. Knauss, PhD
Frederick J. Kollmorgen
Cindy Lee, PhD
H. Eugene Lehman, PhD
Frederick T. Mackenzie, PhD
Frank B. Sprow, PhD
John H. Steele, PhD
Talbot H. Waterman, PhD
W. Redwood Wright, PhD

Bermuda
James Burnett-Herkes, PhD
John R.H. Lightbourn
Terry E. Lister, JP, MP
Wendell M. Smith
Richard D. Spurling
Brunell Spurling
David B. Wingate, PhD, OBE
Canada
Michael L. Davies
Europe
F. Geoffrey Larminie
Robert T. Sperring

FACULTY & STAFF
After 36 years,
Chelsey “Sonny”
Foggo retired

RESEARCH
Nicholas R. Bates, PhD
Senior Scientist and
Associate Director of Research

in 2013.
Steven J. Bell
Research Specialist
Andrea G. Bodnar, PhD
Associate Scientist

Matthew P. Enright
Research Technician
Rebecca Garley
Research Technician
Gretchen Goodbody-Gringley, PhD
Postdoctoral Scientist

Kristen N. Buck, PhD
Assistant Scientist

Mark Guishard
Science Program Manager,
Risk Prediction Initiative

Tyler H. Coale
Research Technician

Eric J. Hochberg, PhD
Associate Scientist

Maureen H. Conte, PhD
Associate Scientist

Rodney J. Johnson, PhD
Assistant Scientist

Andrew U. Collins
Research Technician

Joanna Jones
Research Technician

Samantha J. de Putron, PhD
Senior Lecturer and Associate Scientist

Fredric Lipschultz, PhD
Senior Scientist
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FACULTY & STAFF

Mae D. Lortie
Research Technician
Kevin Mayall, PhD
Nearshore Marine Spatial
Planning Coordinator
Natasha McDonald
Research Specialist
Samuel A. Monk
Research Technician
Keven Neely
Research Technician
Falk K. Niehörster, PhD
Science Program Manager,
Risk Prediction Initiative
Tim Noyes
Research Specialist
Violetta Paba
Research Technician
Rachel J. Parsons
Microbial Observatory Lab
Manager
Andrew J. Peters, PhD
Associate Scientist
Helena Reinardy, PhD
Postdoctoral Scientist
Julianne Rosset
Research Technician
Adjunct Faculty
Andreas J. Andersson, PhD
Scripps Institution of
Oceanography
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Craig Carlson, PhD
University of California, Santa
Barbara
Eric Dewailly, PhD
Laval University
Steven Giovannoni, PhD
Oregon State University
Ross Jones, PhD
Australian Institute of
Marine Sciences
Michael W. Lomas, PhD
Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean
Sciences
Norman B. Nelson, PhD
University of California, Santa
Barbara
Philippe Rouja, PhD
Custodian of Historic Wrecks,
Bermuda Government
Peter Sedwick, PhD
Old Dominion University
Struan R. Smith, PhD
Bermuda Natural History
Museum
Deborah Steinberg, PhD
Virginia Institute of Marine
Science
Wolfgang Sterrer, PhD
Research Associate,
Bermuda Zoological
Society
Simon J. Ussher, PhD
Plymouth University
Scientific Technical Staff

EDUCATION
Kaitlin M. Baird
Science in Education
Coordinator

Penelope A.G. Barnes
Education Director,
University Programs
Chloé NewcombHodgetts
Education Coordinator
John Paul Skinner
Director of Ocean
Academy
Instructors
Nicholas R. Bates, PhD
Kristen N. Buck, PhD
Craig A. Carlson, PhD
Maureen H. Conte, PhD
Samantha J. de Putron, PhD
Stephen J. Giovannoni, PhD
Gretchen E. GoodbodyGringley, PhD
Eric J. Hochberg, PhD
Andrew J. Peters, PhD

MARINE OPERATIONS
Susan T. Brittner
Marine Operations
Coordinator
James D. Caison Jr.
Marine Technical Services
Manager
Emily Doyle
Marine Technician
Ronald H. Harelstad
Marine Superintendent
Robert C. Koprowski
Marine Technicians

FACULTY & STAFF

John R. O’Keeffe
Port Captain

George W. Gunther
Captain

Dexter Ojano
Chef

R/V ATLANTIC EXPLORER

Joseph Howard
Chief Engineer (Relief)

Joseph Paitone
Bosun

Mel June Inocencio
1st Officer

Eric Parcon
Seaman

Rodney Jumeras
Motorman

Ken J. Potter
Chief Engineer (Relief)

Kenneth L. Kreis
Engineer (Relief)

Christopher R. Sheridan
Relief Mate

Quentin M. Lewis
Relief Captain

Richard E. Smith Jr.
Chief Engineer

Bernardo Manalo
Chef

Alchamor Soliva
Motorman

Ciriaco Mutas Jr.
Seaman

John Verano
Motorman

R/V Atlantic Explorer Crew
through Bernhard Schulte Ship
Management Officers
Jesus Ambrocio
Seaman
Courtney Barber III
Relief Mate
Ronaldo De Leon
Bosun
Ades Gregorio
Chef
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FACULTY & STAFF

OPERATIONS
Jane L. Burrows
Accommodations Reservations
& House Manager

Stephen M. Markman
Treasurer and Controller

Sandra M. Spurling
Projects Officer

Kelly McLaren
Qualified Accountant

Wilfred J. Stovell
Maintenance
Superintendent

George Crane
Head Chef, Kitchen
Manager

Miranda J. Medeiros
Human Resources Officer

Georgeatte E. Crane
Bookkeeper

Charlene Millett
Kitchen Assistant

Chesley “Sonny” Foggo
Carpenter

Sharon Minors
Office/Room Attendants

LeeAnn Fox-Moreno
Accounts Payable Clerk

Donika O’Mara
Office/Room Attendants

William Graham-Welton
Chief Operating Officer

Simon J Parkinson
Network and Systems
Administrator

Ruth M. Heron-Watts
Accountant
Gillian M.S. Hollis
Assistant to the President and
Director, and Secretary to the
Corporation
Alexander D. Hunter
Dive Safety Officer/Small Boats
Supervisor
K. Mark Jolley
Information Technology
Manager
Charles F. King
Communications
Technician
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Carol A. Pitcher
Office/Room Attendants
Helena Simoes
Chef
Alfred “Bomber” Smith
Captain R/V Stommel
Antar Smith
Network and Systems
Administrator
Heidi D. Smith
Reservations Assistant/
Receptionist
Jeremy Smith
Painter/General Maintenance

Georgianna White
Laboratory Attendant
Bruce Williams
Laboratory Operations
Technician
Spencer Wood
Small Boats and Dock
Supervisor
Warren A. Smith
Electrician/Plumber
Kenneth E. Trott
Truck/Bus Driver
Gregory D. Wade
General Maintenance
Forrest A. Williams Jr.
Captain R/V Stommel

DEVELOPMENT &
COMMUNICATIONS
Pamela Amaral
Development Officer
Ali Hochberg
Curriculum and Communications Coordinator

FACULTY & STAFF

Staff and crew
of the
R/V Atlantic

~continued
Katherine J. Lantagne
Development Officer

Explorer.
Audrey Rogerson
Director of Resource
Development
Vanessa Shorto
Donor Records and Stewardship Officer
Tiffany Wardman
Marketing and Media
Relations
Arthur G. Wasserman
Chief Development Officer
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Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences

www.bios.edu

